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Raide.r Nader
Speaks Her·e
Ralph Nader, lawyer and
outspoken critic of auto-safety
legi s lation-, will speak in
Showalter Hall on Tuesday May 4,
at 8 p.m.
Nader ha s been instrumental in
bringing about many of th~
changes in the automobile
industry to produce safer cars and
reduce highway death . He has
worked on legal problems and
policies, both legislative and
judicial, of highway safety and
automobile design and has served
as a consultant and contributor to
many legal publications.
With the recognition that we
have had the technological
potential and economic capability
to build safer cars for decades, he
was "appalled" at the tolerance of
needless highway slaughter and
maiming of hundreds of thousands
of people annually.
Nader said he believes that
unsafe autos pose a profound
professional challenge to the
legal, medical and engineering
professions , who have the
responsibility not just to apply
their optimum skills to the
problems but to work for the
elimination of those very
problems whenever possible. His
bestseller "Unsafe at Any Speed"
illustrates his thinking on this
Besides his crusading against
l)etroit, Nader has also immersed
himself into other consumer
issues. He has carried his
"safety" campaign into all
industries, charging that most
manufacturers defy mm1mum
safety standards in the protection
of their personel.

Council Step
Closer To
Athleti: Code

The Athletic Council, still in the
process of drafting an athletic
policy statement, felt as a group
that some guidelines outlining the
basic rights and responsibilities of
the coach a nd the athlete should be
incorporated in the policy.
The Council passed a motion to
accept, in the approximate
wording, sections. which outline
the rights and responsibilities of
participants in athletics.
Dissent came from members of
the athletic department and the
HPERA Division They felt that
since statements concerning
rights and responsibilities of the
students are in general outlined in
the college's Joint Statement on
Rights and Freedom of Students,
there seemed to be no need to
repeat them in the policy
In general, the sections state
that the coach will not infringe on
the basic human rights of the
athlete and at the same time. the
athlete must recognize the
responsibilities of participating in
the athletic program.
Brent Wooten, who recently
resigned as athletic director, said
"We got burned once for being too
wordy and specific on another
code, we should have a policy
statement of genPral principles."
Dr. Jack Leighton. director of
th e HPERA Divi s ion a lso
expressed his concern tha t the
policy stateme nts were too
specific .

Ralph Nadar

Schedule Told
For Week
Collegiate Week activities
continue today through
Saturday.
Sponsored
by
the
Interfraternity Council,
Collegiate Week continues
today with a Bed Race
scheduled for 4 p.m.
Tonight's activity is a Talent
Show Nitecap in the Student
Union Building Harbor .
Emceed by Jeff Hendler, the
Nitecap will last from 7 to 10
p.m.
For movie fans, Edgar Allen
Poe's "The Pit and the
Pendulum" will be shown in
Bali Lounge at 11 a .m., with an
admission of 25 cents.
Tomorrow night, a combined
concert-dance will be
presented by the rock group,
the "Gentleman's Agreement"
in Bali Lounge at 8 p.m.
Highlight of the week's
activities is the Cowsill's
concert in the Fieldhouse at 8
p.m. on Friday. Cost is $1.50 for
Eastern Students

IFC Sponsors
Sen. ·Jackson

Sen. Henry M. Jackson

Athletes Again Denied Funds
The athletic department's
request for additional funds to
cover spring expenses was denied ·
temporarily by the Associated
Students Council Wednesday
night.
It was the second controversial
decision by Council on an athletic
budget request within three
weeks.
The request, for $2,400, from
outgoing athletic director Brent
Wooten passed the Finance
Committee meeting of April 21. A
similar request for $2,656 had been
requested and received from
Finance at its March 31 meeting
but had been amended to $500 by
Council the next night.
After a two-hour debate in
Council, $1.110 to cover unforseen
expenditures in athletics were
accepted. $610 (to be added to the
$500 allotted four week s ago) wa s
substituted for the $2.400 in an
amendment to the Finance report.
However. a two-thirds majority
necessary for passage of the
amendment to that section of the
report could not be mustered and
Council wa s faced with voting for

either the full amount (only a
majority decision required) or
voting to not to accept it at all . In
a 10-3 vote with one abstention
they voted to send it back to
Finance. The move virtually kills
the request.
·
The athletic department request
for funds last week cited
overexpenditures from student
injuries, student visitation, room
and board for football players
prior to the start of school ,
increased cost of travel and
equipment. and repair of
equipment.
Executive Vice-President Clint
Hill defended the need for
allotting nearly half of the $2,400
for what he considered
"unforseen" expenditures. Hill
said he had personally met with
Wooten and after going over
expenditure vouchers he was
"convinced
most
were
unforseen." He ceited figures
totaling $,110 for which he felt
money should be allotted.
Treasurer-elect Mark Lobdell
also favored allotting the money .
He said he had also met with

Wooten and went over the
vouchers. " [ think we' ll just be
hurting the students by not
allotting the money and nobody
else," he said.
Councilman Ray Grimes. a
representative from Streeter Hall,
said he was "not in favor of having
Council contradict itself through
the course of the quarter. " He said
he felt the request last week was
basically the same as the one
prese nted nearly a month ago and
made a motion that no money be
granted. "I don 't see how we can
gain any respect by giving the
money," he remarked .
A.S~ President Bob VanSchoorl
said that "overexpenditures from
the athletic department have
already upset me some," and
cited overexpenditures by the
b~sketball team winter quarter
in which they spent more than
ahotted on trips and then came
back and was granted funds to
cover it.
He said that in his opinion
'Council has a lways been fair
with the athletic department,"
Continued on Page 12)

TRAGIC RESULTS of Sunday's Moto Cross cycle races behind Woodward Field is dramatically illustrated
here as cyclist Mike Lane runs over the bike of Roger Harris, receiving a compound fracture of the ankle
which warranted a steel rod to be placed in It during surgery. For details, see story, page eight. (Photo by
James Moore)

Senator Henry M. Jackson will
close the 1970 "Collegiate Week "
activities Saturday with a benefi t
breakfast at 8 a .m .
Another big attraction, " The
Cowsi !ls". sponso red by the
As s ociated Students
in
conjunction with Colleg iate Week ,
will perform in the Fieldhouse
Friday at 8 p.m .. said Activities
Vice-P re side nt . Bill Banger.
Admi ssion will be $1.50 for
Eastern students. and $2.50 for
non-students.
According to Joe Reed ,
coordinator of the lnterfraternity
Council - Panhellenic spon·sored
activities,· other highlights will
be a Nightcap with a variety of
campus talent and th e
"Gentlemens Agreement ", a
concert-dance band out of Salt
Lake City, Utah .
The Nitecap. with Jeff Hendler
as ma ster of ceremonies. will be
held in Bali tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The " Gentleman s Agreement"
will play "easy dance music"
from 9-12 p.m .. Thursday in Bali.
said Reed.
"Environment of the Age" will
_ be the topic of Jacksons $1.50 per
plate breakfast appearance
Saturday in the Harbor.
Proceeds from the breakfast,
donations, and activities. during
the week will sponsor Lakeland
Village

students

going to

the

Chicago Special Olympics, said
Reed.
Jackson spoke to Washington
State University students last
week amid a flurry of
marshmellows thrown by
protestors.

Move Made
To Impeach
4 Justices
Impeachment of four of the five
justices on the Associated
Students Judicial Board is being
sought by N. Edward Woodell.
senio r business major.
Charges of viola ting the student
judicial code and conspiring to
deprive his client of his rights
have been filed with A.S. Attorney
General Ste ve Hyde by Woodell,
a nd a pe tition ca Hing for
impeachment is reportedly being
circulated.
A petition with 100 signatures is
needed to bring impeachment
proceedings against Julie Mortier,
chief justice, and John Bowman,
Bruce Ellis and Nancy Menzes,
associate justices, to A.S. Council.
The charges will be heard in
student court, if action is taken on
them .
The charges stem from the
judicial board' s proceedings in the
Wain Miller .case heard last fall,
said Woodell. Miller, defende d by
Woodell , was convicted of
contempt of court and petitioned
the board for a new trial.
The board decided not to grant
Miller the trial at a meeting April
21. Woodell, in a letter to Chief
Justice Mortier, charged the
board with violating Miller's
rights in not allowing Miller to be
present at the hearing.
Miss Mortier said later it was
not a formal hearing, and Miller
did not have the right of
representation at it.
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WANT AGADFLY?
By ROBERT JONES
Editor

..

Since Ralph Nader will be speaking
here next Tuesday, it seems ti.!"nely to
offer some observations concerning
the . role of the press in reporting
gov,ernment affairs.
Nader is skilled in the art of
journali~m and ,
particularly,
investigative reporting. His book,
" Unsafe at Any Speed," his news
releases and behind the scenes
investigations serve a purpose the
press has been regretfully lax in
fulfilling.
Only recently has the press, notably
Life magazine and the Associated
Press, · used this means of reporting
with any regularity and magnitude.
The role Nader fills on the national
level, acting as a "gadfly" and
wa~chdog of government, needs to be

filled on the state and even college
level.
It is a role The Easterner has tried
to fill in its weekly coverage of
student and administrative affairs.
As the closest observer of campus
activity and student government, this
newspaper has tried to present events
fairly and accurately, and when
necessary, to comment and interpret
those events.
Since many of Eastern's students
are commuters and therefore not
often aware of the inner working of
campus matters, it is essential they
be represented in this watchdog
~apacity.
The year is not ·over and The
Easterner fully intends to continue its
role as an observer, reporter,
interpreter, and, when necessary,
''gadfly'' of the campus scene.

'.

J

;..
,

A SMILE HELPS

'

Why is it that students on campus
should not expect the same courteous,
friendly service that they expect in
any other business in downtown
Cheney or Spokane?
You see it everywhere on campus.
The cash register attendant in the
Student Union Building will take your
dime as soon as she is through talking
to .a friend; the post ()ffice personnel
wi,ll se1l you a stamp as soon as they
finish a hand of pinochle; the book
store clerk will wait .on you after
she's placed all the books on the
shelf; the gal at the information desk
sighs with total disgust when you
hand back a plain Hershey and ask for
an ~lmond Hershey instead.
The•e are not remote examples but
ev~ry day occurences. If a customer
received such neglect in any ordinary
b~siness establishment the daily
receipts would be small indeed.
The school personnei are state
employees who are far removed from
.

~

the watchful eye of the state
bureaucracy. The attitude of some,
not most, is one of annoyance toward
the inconsiderate student who is in a
hu~ry to get to class and is trying to
rush the attendant who is chatting
with a friend on the phone.
Wb_en a store downtown treats a

customer in such a manner, the
purchaser will usually go elsewhere,
never to return. The customer on
campus puts up, begrudgingly, with
the obstinance he receives because
the service is worth the pains, but
barely.
True, it takes one with "a tough
hide" to- continuously smile and be
pleasant to droves and droves of
students standing in line with a
minute hunk of nickle to spend. But it
is the job of these people to take that
nickle pleasantly. They must be
aware of this when they take the job.
A smile is not a job requirement, but
courtesy is.

Board 'Foolish'

VICTIM OF MEN
Social discord has brought with it
an undesirable companion
disrespect for the law - which

philosopher in 399 B.C.
Unjustly convicted of corrupting
the youth of Athens, and because he

conflicts with the basic premises

would not compromise his principles,
Socrates was sentenced to death by a

claimed by dissenters. Friday's Law
Day observance here will probably be
ignored, if not scorned, by those
advocates of a free society.
But how can one who claims to
want freedom · for the oppressed
advocate with the same breath
violation of the laws which attempt to
provide that .very freedom?
Granted, not all laws are just. But
neither are all laws oppressive. One
cannot be selective about the laws he
will obey, since disrespect for any one
law inevitably leads to disrespect for
all.
Today's dissenters might do well to
look back into history and follow the
lead set by an ancient Greek

jury of 500 Athenians, his peers.
Friends arranged for his escape.
but Socrates refused, saying, "In
leaving the prison ...do I not desert
the principles ...acknowledged to be
just?"
Rather than violate the laws he had
accepted as an Athenian citizen,
Socrates was willing to die.
"Now {I) depart in innocence, a
sufferer and not a doer of evil; a
victim, not of the laws, but of men."
Those of our society who would
improve rather than destroy it will
follow the example of Socrates, one of
history's greatest rebels, and join the
observance of Law Day.

.Letters to the Editor

three things: 1) emphasis of
traditional school functions and
activities
with corresponding deEditor:
emphasis
of
non-school material.
It ·sure makes a guy feel good to
2)
purging
of any political
live in a world where justice
activists
(
meaning
those terrible
prevails.
You. know that with this great leftists) from positions of
system the rich are just as guilty · responsibility. and 3) general
as the poor and just as liable for regression of The Easterner to the
punishment. Why, just the other level of a junior high gunk sheet.
You can simply not allow nonday I read that rich and famous
j
our
n alls ts to dictate a
Tony Curtis was fined $120 for
newspaper's
content! (I take that
transporting drugs across
back; you can allow such a
international boarders.
I hope the fine doesn't slow travesty, but the results will be an
artistic and journalistic di~ster.)
down his anti-smoking campaign!
As for the outside "professional
Bill Banger
journalist''
to be hired as a
,,
counselor on "journalistic
practices," please be certain that
such a person comes from outside
Editor:
the Spokane-Yakima-Walla Walla
The establishment of a triumvirate of eastern Washington
Publications Board to oversee The reactionism.
Easterner is, at best, a foolish
"Journalists" of this gender are
proposal entirely suitable for the regarded by their peers in the
1930's.
culturally advanced regions...of the
Letting the ''students of Eastern nation as anyth-i g but
and specifically the A.S. Council" "professional".
assume authority over the
During my two years (1968-69)
publication will likely result in of work .on my high school paper,

Anti-Smoking?

A NEED FO'R BALANCE OF POWER

such restrictions were never even
dreamed of. And my school
(Everett) has never been
renowned as any bastion of
progressive policies.
It took me until college to see
first-hand the true effects of a
rabidly conservative environment
on an educational institution: a
permeating quality of the thirdrate.

What better reflects ,t his
inferiority than censorship of the
school newspaper for fear that
something might be said which the
college's apparent owners
(wealthy contributors. board of
trustees. American Legion. area
populace) might be offended by?
John M. Johnson

Fist Symbolic
Editor:
I have followed with interest and
some apprehension the "clenched
fist" controversy at Eastern
primarily through the editions of
the Alumni newspaper " The
Review".
I

I

~

As a relative outsider and also.
hopefully unbiased, I would like to
make a few observations
concerning one aspect of this
situation that has been "lost" in
the past dicussions regarding the
controversy.
·
"Symbolism". at least in the
gneral sense, seems to have a
specific and particular
connotation within the context or
framework wherein it is used.
This has been the case regarding
the written word as in English
literature but, has, and is
applicable to past and present
cases in history. politics and now
is being used in athletics.
That is to say that when an
individual utilizes symbolism to
give specific meaning to illustrate
his particular point of view or
attitude at a specific time; then
any attmept to copy, imitate or
"plagerize" that "original
symbolic use" seems to
depreciate the Intent or purpose
behind the original use of that act.
The "clenched fist" act had a
specific connotation attached to it
becaµ&e . the symbolic act was

originated by a number of world
champion athletes at a world
renowned athletic event
namely. the summer Olympic
games in Mexico city.
This combination of athletes and
Olympic games gave that
demonstration an impact "that
would be very difficult to
duplicate again. The impact that
this demonstration had on the
viewing audiences of the world
was tremendous and as indicated
by the controversy raised in most
newspapers. and periodicals in
North America.
I am suggesting that this action,
the raising of the "clenched fist",
by those specific people, (black
athletes just crowned world
record holders) and in the setting
of an Olympic arena gave that
type of protest demonstration
some class.
Therefore, at least in my
opinion, any attempt to duplicate
this "symbolic act" by second or third (maybe even fourth) ·c1ass
athletes at or during a small
college athletic event, truly
Continued on Page 12)
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Arts Offered In
Summer Session
Boy, if· the bed race Wednesday
afternoon is anything like the
motorcycle race last Sunday it'll be
the biggest thing since throwing
Christians to the lions.
Almost all the riders left their
marks in the ground, some of them
pretty deep, but the crash-of-tl).e-day
award goes to Mike Lane, senior, for
his bit in the first lap of the first race.
Mike did
Mike did manage a weak grin and a
"V" sing from the ambulance window
which also earned him the True Grit
award. He should be on his f~et again
in about four months.

All this for Collegiate Week? You
bet baby. The Greeks say they are
pulling out the stops and if the
weather cooperates they'll have good

More than 25 courses in creative
Art classes include drawing.
arts are being offered by Eastern printmaking, watercolor and
for high school students in the 17th experimental new forms; creative
annual two-week High School dance classes will explore
Creative Arts Summer Series techniques of movement and
June 14-24.
dance composition ; the ater
''Students from the ninth performance and acting projects
through · 12th grades can attend will be offered in drama ;
courses of their choice taught by gymnastics classes will develop
outstanding college professors and performance skills ; ra diovisiting specialists," said Dr. television announcing and
Harold K. Stevens, acting director television studio_ production
of the Creative Arts Division.
classes will be offered, and
Donald Thulean, musical classes in public speaking, debate
director of the Spokane Symphony and oral interpretation will be
Orchestra, will direct the summer available.
series orchestra and work with
Musical activities include the
players of stringed instruments, orchestra, band, choir, piano,
Dr. Stevens said.
. voice, jazz workshop, theory,
.Students can also enjoy classes conducting and literature of
from specialists in art, dance, music, Dr. Stevens said.
drama, gymnastics. radioRegistration for the series must
. television and speech.
be completed by June 9. Classes
will begin June 14.

things happening all week.
As I mentioned above, the bed race
is scheduled for today and the drivers
are really going to have to pull some
stuff to beat the theatrics of the
motocrossers. If you can't hack the
violence though, your best bet for
today is the Nitecap in the SUB.

Thursday evening, a really great
dance band, The Gentlemens
Agreement will play for a short
concert preceeding the dance at nine
in Bali.
Friday is the big one. The Cowsills
in concert in the Fieldhouse. We hope
this will be the biggest and best show
of the year so don't miss it.

Film Due

P .S. Mad Hatters, contact 822
Second Ave. No. Apt No. 10 Seattle
98109

Record Review

Rock-A-Billy-Album 'Good'
By JOHN M. JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

Besides being a fascinating
historical document, "The Great
Buddy Holly" (Vocation 73811)
remains tporoughly invigorating
rock-n-roll. Here we have 10
selections culled from early tapes
made by the late Texan prior to
his signing with Decca Records in

Workshop To
Be Held On
Reservation
The sociology and education
departments will jointly conduct a
one-week workshop at Coyote
Creek on the Colville Indun
Reservation this intercession,
according to John Ross, professor
of anthropology and coordinator of
the workshop.
The purpose of this workshop,
entitled Education 497, is to
provide teachers . and interested
students with an opportunity to
develop better rapport with Indian
students and families, and to reevaluate attitudes and beliefs
concerning traditional and nontraditional Indian culture.
It will also be important, said
Ross, to see the different socioeconomic levels, cultual
differences, and value systems in
the various Indian communities.
TIJe workshop will be held June 8
to 13 and participants will earn
three resident credits. The tuition
fee is $12 per credit hour, or $36
for the week.
The workshop will be conducted
on a very informal ,basis, said
Ross. Discussion groups will meet
in the mornings, with the
afternoons free. The evening
entertainment will include films
on culture conflict. Participants
will also be able to learn authentic
Indian dances, horseback ride,
fish, and swim. Special events, as
a field ·trip ~o St. Mary's Mission,
will also highlight the week.
Sixty Eastern 1tadeat1 have
already 1lgned up for the
work1hop, aid Ros,, and the
deadline for appllcation1 ls May
15.
In addition to Eastern students
there will be a number of teachers
from the Spokane area and
students from Washington State
University attending the
workshop. Professors from
Eastern attending will include
Ross, Dr. Earl Stewart, Dr. Alfred
Prince, Dr. Sarah Keller, and Mr .
Robert Keyser.

1957. (Two years later, his life was
cut tragically short at the age of 21
in a plane crash)
The undiluted twang of Holly's
vocals, combined with the tight,
country-smooth work of the
supporting bands serves as a
primary example of the rock-abilly movement. This style,
pioneered in the late 50's by Holly,
Roy Orbison, Carl Perkins, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, and
others, became the energy force
for the British rock explosion of
the 60's. (Just play some early
Beatles immediately after
l~stening to this album for a
clearer understanding of this
phenomenon.)
The set is brimming over with
the ruthless, almost primitive,
drive and force that characterized
Holly's music. Though the
arrangements may be somewhat
out-dated (most numbers in the
same key, little if any tempo
changes) and the sound a trifle
annoying (booming echo of
reprocessed stereo, ridiculous
recording levels for bass and
drums), the music comes through
with a strong, meaty quality
rarely found in current rock.
Highlights of the album are a
previously un-released version of
Holly's million-seller "That'll Be
The Day," and the bouncing
"Midnight Shift." The freneticism
may lag in places yet, overall, the
package is a worthy one, espcially
.at its $1.98 list price.
While Holly's music was plainly
abrasive, the · work of another
. rock-a-billy leadedr, Charlie Rich,
has been controlled and selfassured. Not that Rich's products
lack the basic tenseness and
ferocity of rock-n-roll; it's merely
that while Holly seemed to be
constantly erupting with this

inherent power, Rich was able to
contain it within himself, albeit
'
barely.
This fact is quite evident on
Rich's re-released "The Best
Years" (Smash 27078), now
available as a budget item. The
textures are warm, Charlie's
piano producing with ease both the
gliding melodic lines of countrywestern ballads and the jumping,
barrelhouse stylings of hard rock.
His voice, softly tinged with native
Arkansas, is versatile and, more
importantly, consistently
listenable no matter what the
material is.
The studio band i.s the same one
heard on Smash's Jerry Lee Lewis
albums - a competent, spirited
group laying down perfect suort.
" You Can Have Her, " a lurching
rocker, and " No Home" , an easy.
well-orchestrated and performed
slow ballad, are outstanding cuts,
although singling out anything as a
stanQout is a useless task-they
are all good.
A genuinely pleasing album on a
par with the best of Elvis Presley
in recent years. Not to be passed
up by even the semi-serious
student of the music.

•
•

BATTERIES

Proceds go to
BETA SIGMA PHI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

STATION

Sat., May 2-10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
411 "K" Street

301 First

FLARES

•

w ith

F aral9reas•
2500
PAIR
CHOICE OF

a

''WHEN OTHERS FAl'L - TRY US"

Colors to Coordinate

•

FOR YOUR BETTER THINGS WE SUGGEST
OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING

•
•
•

•: Maddux Dry Cleaners :•
•e
•e
••••••••••••••••••••••
(Next Door to Goofy's)

• CHECKS
• PLAIDS
• STRIPES
• SOLID
COLORS
• NOVELTY
WEAVES
DENIMS • TWILLS
• DUCKS

Combining FARAH
Slim Trim Style
With the NEW
FLARED. BOTTOM

FOR APPO-INTMENTS
,u 7.4025

(You Press)

•

OVER

Razor Cutting - Shear Sculptur
Also
Hair
Cuts - Coloring.
Straightening . Americaf1 and
European Hairstylist. Quality
Craftsmanship by Accredited
Men's Hairstylists and Barbers .
Harold Neiswender &
Joseph E. "Joe" Gollk

$1.00

Ph: 235-46-5

"'

TUES. THRU SAT.

FEATURING

•
409 Farst

NEW 5 YEAR WARRANTY

PATIO SALE

Your Wardrobe •••••
Prices You Are Happy to Pay

Your BEAUTIFW'L CLEANERS in the
heart of downtown Cheney
CLEAN ONLY

Mounting & Ba lancing Included
Offer Exp ires May Fi rst

W. 906 FIRST AV£.

Maddux Cleaners-Taiiors

•

FIBERGLASS BElTED·
TIRES

MYERS
UNI .O N 76

•

•

SPRING
S·P ECIAL
$5 Over Cost

AAROLD'S on FIRST

~-····················
• ••
•
•ee
•ee
••
•e
4 lbs.
•

"The Good Soldier Schweik"
will be presented today at 3:45
and
7:30 in
Kennedy
Auditorium, said Sue Wallace,
librarian.
This Czech film, a satire on
war,
concerns
the
misadventures of a fumbling,
bumbling character who, when
the war breaks our, lands in the
Army's psychiatric ward
where he is subjected to a
hilarious set of tests and
becomes a "certified idiot."

SEE OUR

"NEWLY EXPANDED SLAX SHOP"

•

Of Course You Will Want to See
the New STOVE PIPE ALSO
10 MONTH

PAY PLAN
ASK?

•
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Speaker .Says ··World
Mistreated By Man

'A Gift of Love'
Is AWS Theme
For Moms Day
'' A Gift of Love ' will be the
theme of the Associated Women
Students' Mother-Daughter Day
Saturday at Tawanka Common .
AWS President Carol Dzwinel
said the day's program begins at 9
a.m. when the girls pick up
corsages by Chet' s Flowers at
Tawanka Commons.
Pictures will be taken at
Tawanka by Burchett' s Studio of
Spokane from 10 to 11 a.m.
A cocktail hour will be held from
11 to 11:30 a.m. at Tawanka . The
house mothers and Dean of
Women Betty Ohrt will be pre ent
to meet the mothers.
At 11 :30 a.m. a luncheon will be
give n at Tawanka with
entertainment by · Eastern's folk
singi ng group "The Simple Folk"
and by Paulette Miller, a lso from
Eastern, who will pla y severa l
piano selections.
A fa hion how will be be ld at
2: 30 p.m . in Ke nned y Library
Auditorium
with fashion by ..
pokane department tore Bon ROBIN TURLEY, student well known for his singing abili ·es,
performed Monday night to a packed and appreciative crowd in
Marche.
All the girl · dorm wi ll have Lounge in connection with the Greek Week activities. Donations ere
asked for at the door to help the children of Lakeland Village raise f nds
open hou e all da y. said Mi
for the Special Olympics.
Dzwinel.

New Use for SUB Deba.te
Walter W. Isle Memorial Union
Building, or the SUB, will close it
doors next winter quarter after 20
1years of serving students as the
center for student activities.
What will be done with the old
building has not been decided yet,
although some requests have
already been put before the
Campus Planning Committee. the
administrative body that will
make the final recommendations
to the Board of Trustees .
Part of the building has already
been claimed. Bali Lounge will
become additional floor space for
the bookstore, and the radiotelevision
and
journalism
departments will continue to
occupy the second floor.
But the rest of the building will
be vacant when Pence Union
Building opens at the beginning of
winter quarter, 1971.
The Student Union Board of
Control, a sub-committee of the
Associated Students Councel, has
drawn up a proposal that will keep
the building, if accepted , for
student use.
"~ecause the new union building
is being built for a student
population already reached before
construction began, the SUBOC
feels students have the greater
need for the building spact!,"
according to the proposal.
When expansion of the
Bookstore into Bali Lounge is
completed this summer, students
will no longer have a place for
movies, dances, lectures or other
mass student functions. ·
·According to the proposal. the
Harbor and Games Room will
take over this function. With the
south wall removed (a relatively
simple and inexpensive procedure.
according to Walt Zabel, director
of student activities}, the area wm
be approximately two and twothirds the size of Bali.
Up~tairs, the journalism
department, specifically The
Easterner and Kinnikinick, will be
expanded.
The Kinnikinick will take over
the Easterner office, doubling its
present work area. The yearbook
photographers would assume
complete use of the existing
darkroom, now shared by the two
publications and the journalism
photography classes.
The Easterner, according to the
proposal, will move to the A.S.
office, with a new darkroom built
in the storage area across the hall
in the Tahiti room .

Tahiti and the Faculty Lounge
would become office space for
tudent organizations such as the
Black Student Union, Off-Cam{>US
Cheney and Spokane and others.
Although other requests have
·been made by various facilities on
campus, Zabel said he felt
confident "students can justify a
need for every foot of space."
Bond payments on the old SUB
will continue to be paid out of
student funds for several years,

Prof Plans

EW Law Day
Observance
D. Roger Reed. state assistant
attorney general in Spokane, is
scheduled to address Eastern's
Law Day observance on Friday at
9:40 in the Capri Room. second
floor of the Student Union
Building.
Law Day is celebrated
throughout the United States on
May 1 each year to emphasize the
significance of law in American
life. This year's theme is entitled
" Law: Bridge to Justice ."
Reed has been extremely active
in the legal community, having
served as Spokane County deputy
p r o s e c u t o·r p r i o r
to his
appointment as assistant attorney
general. Reed is a 1967 graduate of
the University of Washington
School of Law.
.
His present duties include
consumer protection as well as
providing legal counsel for most of
eastern Washington's state
supported college and junior
colleges.
The Law Day program is being
sponsored by Dr. Joseph Schuster.
assistant professor of political
science, and a number of pre-law
seniors.

Zabel said, a bargaining poin
continued student use .
Duplicating and Stores,
located in the basement
Showalter Hall, has sh
interest in moving to the Ga es
Room, but could be persuade to
move to Louise Anderson all,
where the Commuters Loung is
now, Zabel said.
;
The lounge would be move to
the Harbor, which would cont nue
to offer limited food service.
"This proposal will give 1unluse
to the vacated space, and the old
building will probably prove to be
necessary suplement. to the
already crowded PUB, outdated in
space
before
completion,"
according to the proposal.
Financing the necessla ry
remodeling of the old bui! ing
would come from housing f nds
already slated for remodeling the
social center in L.A. t
a
permanent commuter lounge an
unnecessary step if the propos l is
accepted.

"We treat the world like we
have a spare in t he trunk and we
don't even have a trunk," said
Mrs. Lee Minto, making her point
that the world was being
mistreated by man during her
Earth day speech.
The director of the Seattle
Planned Parenthood Association
was one of two major speakers
and part of the overall program of
Eastern's Earth Day activities
last week.
lri addition to Mrs. Minto's
speech, and one by Dr. John
Phillips, an off-campus minister
at Washington State University,
whose speech did not deal with the
ecology question as expected, an
estimated 50 to 100 classes
integrated their normal subjects
with the ecology question in some
manner.
The Environmental Action
Group, which recently formed on
campus to carry out a more
permanent function of working on
ecology questions, was a lso
instrumental during Earth Day
activities in introducing many
facits of the problem with a booth
set up in the SUB entrance.
Mrs . Minto' s speech, perhaps .
the most effective of t he Earth
Day activities in aw~kening
Eastern s students to what is
considered by many as a problem
of critical proportions, dealt
primarily with the population
explosion .
She told the crowded auditorium
that " Earth Day indicates how
very far we have come ." She
explained that she had been trying
to get people to talk about the
population explosion for ten years.
Mrs. Minto concluded her
speech to a standing ovation by
telling her. audience that " we
should try to think of ourselves as
part of the larger family of man.
The solution can't be found by
governments. If the population
problem is to be solved it must be
solved by people one by one in the
bedrooms of America."
The speech by Dr. Phillips
which was suppose to deal with
" Is Ecology a
Religious
Problem?" turned more in the
direction of an analysis of religion.
His sometimes critical remarks of
religion today caused a mild
uproar among a number of the
members of the audience ,
stimulating a number of those

attending to interrupt Dr .
Phillip's speech with various
inquires on religious questions.
Emphasis on ecology was lost in
the process.
The Environmental Action
Group's display table in the SUB
entrance was set up to recruit
members and provide literature
on the ecology question from a
number of sources.
John Davis, a member of the
Environmental Action Group and
a strong advocate of the ecology
movement, said the group
"mainly wanted to bring an
awareness to the student body of
the problems of this issue and
keep pointing out where the
problems are and to initiate
specific programs for action. ''
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WE'RE PROUD

THAT WE
CAN HELP
EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 1ST
4% INTEREST RATES
UP TO 4°Y2%
ON SAVINGS

CHENEY BRANCH

SEATTLE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
423 1ST. STRHT

CHENfY
DEPARTMENT
STORE

Latest In
Fashion

FABRICS

J C ROCK CO.
POST FALLS, IDAHO

IEW OPENING APRIL 30
SEASON STREET - THURS • FRI.

NO COVER CHARGE

U.S. OF MIND - SAT.· SUN.

Job Market Slows
Boein g la yoffs and levy
problems are two of the reason
for a slowe r job ina rke t this vea r.
said Ramond Giles, director of
the P lacement office.
Although the Boeing layoffs
have conside rably affected the
teache r e mployment ma rket .
Giles expects the more agrarian
oriented eastern part of the state
to be less bothe red by the layoffs.
"The majority of our people
usually stay on the eastern side of
the state," said Giles. "If we can
keep this trend, Eastern should
not be hurt too badly by the
lagging market.''
Some school districts h~ve had
levy problems. said Giles. but
most of these have passed or are
expected to pass the second time
around.
I believe we are going to have a
reasonably good year, our
situation is not nearly as bad as
many parts of the country. said
Giles.
Some teaching areas such as
elementary music and physical
education, industrial arts, library
and special education are shortage
areas regardless of the slowdown,
said Giles.
Other areas such as secondary
social studies including
psychology and history. / and
physical education are always
slow movers and people in those
areas may have difficulty in
finding jobs .

SWEA Drops
Merger Plan

Arts and science graduates were
not ha vin g many proble ms
securing jobs until t he Boein g
s itu a tion a nd s ub se qu e nt
limita tions in sta te employ ment
said Forrest Am·aden. a rt a nd
science placement officer .
Accounting majors will have no
trouble being placed said Amaden.
"Computer
science,
merchandising, marketing and
finance people should do well
also."
There is definitely a " softening
of the job market. " said Amaden.
" The big employers either didn't
come or only interviewed once
this year."
Those persons with the liberal
-arts majors will generally find it
tougher to get a job said Amaden.
"In my experience I have found
that these majors get fewer
offers.''
"The biggest complaint from
employers is that students do not
know what they want and majors
do not support their goals. " said
Amaden.
Last year average salaries for
beginning teachers in Washington
were $6,536, Giles said. "I am sure
Washington salaries are up more
than these figures, show,'' he
added, "since many of our people
signed on the basis of last year's
salary schedule before new ones
were adopted by school districts,
with the understanding that they
would receive a'ny raise in the
salary schedule.''
Salaries ranged from $6,460 for
primary teachers to $10,260 for
students placed in community
colleges.
·
Average salaries for arts and
science graduates. unlike those in
education, are higher for men than
for women, Amaden said. Among
last year' s placements. men
averaged $7.352. up $345 over la st
year, while women averaged
$5.898. down $58.
Arts and science graduates
placed in 1969 by Eastern had
average starting salaries of $439
per year more than education
· graduates placed in teaching
positions by the college.

A proposal for a merger here of
the National Education
Association and American
Federation of Teachers has been
dropped indefinitely due to lack of
member
intere s t
and
disagreeme nts between Student
Wa s hington · Education
As s ociation
and
AFT
representatives. SWEA President
Robert Stange announced last
week.
The NEA-AFT merger has been
a controversial issue for both
organizations in recent months.
The major issues separating the
two groups are gradually being
overcome but only a handful of
professional groups throughout
A unique opportunity to study
the nation have accepted the
merger. The Eastern chapter's a nd work in the wilderness is
proposal would have been the first being offered by Easte rn and the
student merger in the nation.
Ame rican Ca mping Association
The merging of the two largest May 9-10 a t Camp Wooten. 30
prof ess ion :i l
t e ach e r s' miles east of Da yton . Washington .
organiza tions is expected by ma ny
"This is the first time a nything
to become a reality in the near like this has been offe red in the
future. Two main organizatioria l Inland E mpire, " sa id Thorne
issues dividing the two a re Tibbitts . direc tor of th e
becoming " dead horse issues" department of recreation a nd pa rk
according to Myron Lie berman in administration.
Based
the theme "bridging
a recent issue of Phi Delta
Ka ppa n. a n educa tiona l .i ourna l. the gap between students and
Lieberman is a professor of administrators," the program is
education at Rhode Isla nd College designed to bring stude nts,
and author of numerous books a nd administrators and interested lay
a rti c l es
on .
t eac h e r s' persons together to discuss som·e
organizations . He is gene ra lly of the trends and problems in the
considered a leading a uthority on area of camping and outdoor
collective negotia tion move me nts recreation, Tibbitts said .
in education.
" More tha n 100 person s are
T he issues. accordin g to expected to a ttend .' ' he said . " and
Liebe rman . are AFT·.· a ffiliation invitations have b n :-: 'n t to
with AF L- 10 . a n a ff iliation the. t'Ollege. . u nive r s itie s and c:a ni p
seem ready lo drop in extl1c.1 nr,
a dmini t r a tor s t h rou g houl
for the upport of the la rger ~EA, Washi 11gton. Or gon an d Jdaho. a.
and NEA 's inc lu. ion of school we ll as to a ll mcrnb r s of thr
administra tors a t negotiation s.
Inla nd Empire di st rict of Uw
Only a few NEA sta te groups, ACA .''
Washington included, s till pe rmit
Registration w ill begin a l 11
administrators to parti cipate bu t a .m ., May 9, with the first session
this aspect is often either ignored on camp skills and crafts to begin
or is causing too many difficulties a t 1:30 p.m. Evening di scussion
groups will focus on suc h topics as
to re main acceptable.
The merger. if it comes. i
ca mping for the retarded, modern
expected to have direct effects on trends in camping, program
teache r
m ilitancy.
a lthough planning and sat'ety a nd sanitary
exac tly what the effect will be wi ll administration and w ill c limax
va ry with the situat ion each group s~turday's activities .
Highlighti ng the May 10 session
is involved in on state or local
will be a speech by Sandy Murray ,
,
leve ls.
The merger would be expected cha irma n of the Evergreen
to lessen the need for militanc. ·by section of ACA, who will discuss
t eac h e r " The Role of the Ame rica n
s tr e ng t h e n i n g
organizations in othe r cha nnels of Camping Association. "
Interested per sons can contact
negotia tion but at the sa me time it
could strengthen the e ffective ness the depa rtment of recrea tion a nd
park administra tion , Tibbetts said.
of direct action measur es.
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Supply Rooms
Broken Into
Approximately $32 worth of
mercha ndize was taken from
Duplicating a nd Stores located in
the basement of Showa lter
Auditorium last Thur s da y
evening , according to Duplica ting
and Services Supervi sor, Mrs.
Connie Lloyd.
The robbers method of entrance
into Showalter is unknown .
However, Mrs. Lloyd said that
locks on the doors to supply rooms
in duplicating were gimmied.
Items taken included pens,
pencils, tablets of pape r and
scotch tape. " These a re all
untraceable items," said Mrs.
Lloyd.
She said that precautions have
been taken to eliminate the
problem.
·

Sale Due
),

........

BANNANA'S ANYONE? Norman Dronen, graduate student, shows off
the biology department's bannana plant with its budding bannanas at the
top of the stem. The 16 foot plant is located in the greenhouse behind the
Science Building.
.

Members of Eastern's
Symphonic Choir are
sponsoring a rummage and
bake sale Saturday, May 5.
The sale will be in the Cheney
Legion Hall. College A venue,
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

•

·1

Wilderness
To Be Studied

on

I
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· Coca-Co la"' end ··c otce .. •re rao,11eree1 1rade.. mark1 whic h identitv lhe same pr oouct ot The Coc a,Cora Co mpanv,

Bottl e d under th eauthority of The Coca-Cola Compa ny by: INLAND EMPIRE COA-COLA
BOTlll.lNG CO., SPOKANE, WASH INGTON
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-----Campus Activities Spotlighted ..................
Program Will
Help .Stutterers
An intensive five-week program
for stutterers will be offered this ·
summer by the department of
speech-speech correction, said Dr.
Dorvan Breitenfeldt, department
chairman.
"The program will provide
clinical experience for graduate
students in speech correction
while offering group and .
individual therapy sessions for
two and a half hours each day,"
Dr. Breitenfeldt said.
A diagnostic ehluation is
required before the program
begins. and all interested persons
are urged to make arrangements
with the clinic immediately.
The session starts July 1 and is

open to persons 15 years and older.
Housing arrangments on campus
can be arranged and only a
minimal fee will be required for
the therapy, Dr. Breitenfeldt said.

Post Open
The Freshman Orientation
Committee needs volunteers
now to help set up next year's
program. If you are interested
in being an orientation guide or
any part of this important
event, please fill out a
committee application form in
the Associated Students Office
on the second floor of the
Student Union Building.

Meeting Open
Three student candidates from
the Political Science Club are
seeking two voting positions on the
faculty council of the Political
Science Department and will
present their positions and views
during a coffee hour in Monroe
Lounge tomorrow .
Frank Delaney, Jim Sundberg
and Bob Doell will speak betwP.en
ten and 12 tomorr(?w morning. In
addition to presenting their views
· they are expected to stress the
balloting for the positions which
will take place from May 1 to May
11. Anyone desiring to attend is
invited.

Requirements
Discussed
There will be a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. to discuss
general college requirements
as pertaining to physical
education, said Donald Kallem,
Chairman of the, HPE
Curriculum Committee.
Attending the meeting will be
Dr. Henry-York Steiner, Dean
of Undergraduate ~flairs and
the facuity of the physical
education department.
All students interested in this
meeting are invited to attend,
said Kallern.

Workshop In
Summer Plans
" Development of Secondary
Bookkeeping Projects" is the
topic of a four-day workshop being
offered here this summer.
Open to both beginning and
experienced teachers, the
workshop is designed to develop
projects that may be used to
emphasize basic concepts of
bookkeeping, said Dr. Kermit G.
Palmer, associate professor of
business education.
"We will bring in experts on the
use of textbooks in bookkeeping
and will seek to help teachers
make the subject more
meaningful to the students," Dr.
Palmer said .

It's that time of year again-tim·e to select the TOP TEN SENIORS. In order to be
considered by the Committee, a senior must be nominated by himself or another senior
·
with at least 151 credit hours.
Please help us choose these outstanding students by filling out the nomination form _.
·below. In order for your nominations to be considered, you must indicate the number of
·c redit hours completed. Your name and a list of your activities and/or honors that you
have had since you started at Eastern wotJld be appreciated, and ·kept completely confidential, but that is optional. Beside the name blank is a space to give the reasons for.
nominating each person so that the committee can have some information on which to
base its judgments.
Criteria to be used by tne .comm·ittee in their selectior;i of the TOP TEN SENIORS is:
A. Any senior with 151 or more credit hours completed, and who is currently enrol led
at the time of nomination, or who has graduated.
B. Activities. and contributions to the school and the students (need not be in A ~ S.
Government).
C. Leadership ability.

D. Over-all personality, sincerity, and general attitude toward·s his fellow stuclents.
E. CGPA of 2.00.
Tear off the bottom of this page, till it out, and send to:
1194, Campus by Friday, May 8, 1970.

Sue Mercer, c/o SUB Box

---------~-------------------------------------------------------------------! The Top Ten Seniors committee would appreciate your help in selecting the Top Ten
:

:

Seniors by filling out the following information and mailing it to: Sue Mercer, c/o Sl!JB
. Box 1194, Campus by Friday, May 8, 1970.

I

TOP TEN SENIORS MOMIN)\TION FORM.

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

'

: Name

Reasons

1. ---·---- ,. ------- .... __ ...
I

2. --·- ····---·------·-'--··. ·-· .. ·- ... . ··-- ---------·---------- ---·-·----------3. -------------------------- ---· ____ ., ____ ·-- . ---- --·· ·----------· --··--------------------4. ______ ,, ____:___ ·- . ·--··-.. -·----- . !>. ___________ ·-------- -----·---- ·--- ..

6. ----------------------------------·-··- -· -- ~-- .. -- ·--·- ... -,---- ------ ·--------------·-7. -----·--------·-------- ----- . -- ...
..
-- ---- __ ..... --------------· ---··--~-----8. ----- ------------.. ---.. ---· .... ____ ---- . ·---. --··---- ... _____ ·---------·-·-·---·-------... ·- ·--- - . 9. ----·----------------------------· ---------------- ------------ -----------------· --·----------. . .. -10. --------------··---···------------------- --··----------- _---------------- -- --- --- __ _. . . _
Your Name: _____________ ., ___ ~---- ______ ----------------· ______________ ________ __
Number of Hou rs Completed :
List of activities and honors 1ou have received while attending EWSC.
·
~

I

:
~

1

IL.--- ---.. . . . .

t

_ _ _ _ _ . . . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,. _ _ ..

..

...

_..:._____ _

_ : . _ . _ _ _ . . . . . ....,... ~

...... - - .........

--------,...,.-----.-------------------------------..J

,Fee Payment
To Be Deferred
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Ceramics classes may be
expanded next quarter since the
art department for the first time
has been able to use a gas kiln
installed two years ago in the
basement of Hargraves Hall .
" We were just recently able to
get the ventilation system
changed so we could use the kiln / '
said Assistant Professor Wi1liam
Sage·, ceramics instructor.
The kiln, whose outer
appearance resembles that of a
1920· w.: uare shaped refrigerator
and acts as an oven, allows
students to become familiar with
reduction firing in the glazing
process of ceramics (This process
burns on the shiny finished surface
of ceramic products.

Failure to pay before this date
wlll result in cancellation of
registration, although the student
may still go through Fieldhouse
registration.

The only penalty for this would
be the los~ of the class cards
obtained during pre-registration.
Payment of fees may still be
made at the time of registration.
The new procedure came into
consideration, Dean Hagie said,
when a student appeared before ·
the Board of Trustees and pointed
to the difficulty some students
hav~ of raising $120 at the end of
the school year.

during pre-registration, all that
will be necessary will be the
opening of envelopes as they come
in.

"The gas kiln creates a
reduction atmosphere whereby
the student can control the amount
of heat," Sage said.
In the past. the ceramics

COMPLETED POTTERY ls placed in the art department's new
gas'operated kiln by William Sage, assistant professor of art. The new

department has been using three
electric kilns . The largest one is 6
cubic feet. which can only produce
an oxidation atmosphere -- a
condition under which students
can not control the fire.

kiln allows the ceramics classes greater field of learning, as the kiln can
attain greater temperatures than the old electric kiln.

According to Sage the reduction
firing will produce a more deep
lusterous glaze especially since it

gives metalic colorants deeper
and more natural shades of color.

" In an oxidation atmosphe re a
copper based glaze will turn green
whereas i n the redu ction
atmosphere it will turn red," he
said. Sage added that to some
people this " fire-and- flame"
aspect of reduction firi ng creates
a romantic idea besides achieving
a " more natural product. "
" The gas kiln, which is 16 cubic
feet, allows a larger number of
ceramic art pieces to be glazed
thus allow ing a possib le
enlargement in class enrollment ,"
said the assistant professor. He
also said the new kiln will only be
used by students in advanced
ceramics classes.

Post 9pen
Filing for Student Traffic
Court Judge will be open until
noon today.
Those interested can apply in
the Associated Students Office,
room 205, SUB.
Qualifications
include
present enrollment , two
quarters in residence, and a
2.25 grade point average.

Profs Get Grants
Two faculty members from one if it differs," said Dr. Long.
Eastern's Division of Science
After completing this
were given research grants l~st experiment with helium, Dr. Long
month from The Research plans on trying it with other gases. ,
Corporation in New York. Dr.
John Douglas, chemistry, was
given $5,000 and Dr. Daniel Long,
physics, was given $4,000.
Dr. Douglas will be
investigating the interaction
between phosphine atoms and
certain other acceptor molecules.
When a phosphine atom is formed
there remains an unshared pair of
electrons. Dr. Douglas will be
combining different groups with
phosphine atoms to better
understand how the different
groups effect the behavior of the
electrons and to measure the
stability of the phosphine and the
accept~r molecule ..
Dr. Douglas has been carrying
on this experiment to certain
degrees since 1967.
"The significance of this

/·

experiment is that it will increase
the understanding of chemical
bonding forces. This particular
type of interaction is not well
understood at present," said Dr.
Douglas.

Dr. Douglas, a chemistry
professor has been teaching at
Eastern since 1962. During that
year he received a resP-arch grant.
from the American Chemical
Society Petroleum Fund to study
interactions of nitrogen and
oxygen. He spent last year on
sabbatical leave, at Canterbury
University, New Zealand,
studying and doing res~arch on
metal complexes.
Dr. Long's experiment will
entail isolating a helium atom,
which has two electrons, in a
vacuum and then shooting free
electrons from an electron beam
into the vacuum to collide with the
electrons in thenelium atom. The
collision will cause the helium
electron to jump up into another
energy level .
"I can tell when and if the
electrons collide with the use of a
detector. The detector will show
bow much energy the free electron
loses after the collision, thus
giving me an idea of which energy
level the helium atom has gone
into," said Dr. Long.

The purpose of the experiment
according to Dr. Long is to obtain
an absolute measurem ent of the
cross section of the helium a tom.
"There are two figures, now given
as absolute and I want to prove
which one is right or find the right
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Kiln Put to Work
After Two Years

Pre-registration without
payment of fees will be possible
for Eastern students for the first
time this spring.
Dean of Students Daryl . Hagie
said students will be allowed to
pre-register now, deferring
payment until September 10.
Dean Hagie said payment may
be made at any time during the
summer as long as it is done prior
to the September deadline.

An additional benefit of the
procedure will be the reduced load
on the cashier. Rather than
processing long lines of students

THE EASTERNER

John Douglas
"Oxygen nitrogen and hydrogen
are . the really hard problems,"
said Dr. Long.

Dr. Long has been teaching_at

er's
Mosman's has a wonderful assortment of Mother's Day
Gifts ... won't you let our experi·e nced personnel help
you select the gift that is practical and distinctive for
your mother or wife?

$1 to $5
"Fritzi" Blouses
Mojud Hosiery
Chic Lingerie
Panty Hose
Hanger Sets

Poor Boy
Chic Pajamas
Converse Tennis Shoes
Jeans
Lingerie

S5 to ·s10
"Miss Pat" Skirts
Shifts
Capris
Bra Dresses

Grace Walker Shoes
Chic Lingerie
"Miss Pat" Blouses
Bell-Bottom Pants

$10 to .$20
Luggage
"Miss Pat" Suits
Chic House Coats
Negligee Pajamas
Daniel Long

Eastern for three years and has
worked on several other grants,
but never had one especially
delegated to him .
Students will also help Dr.
Douglas and Dr. Long on their
expe riments. Both plan on
working all summer. Without the
burden of teaching they will have
more time to spend on their
experiment .

Giff Certilicates
Availa·ble

. Jantzen Swim Wear
Jantzen Sweaters
"Miss Pat" Dresses
Hawaiian Swim Wear
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instant
replay
by dan monahan
Let's hope that the serious accident in last Sun ay's
First Annual Motocross does not jeopardize the future of
an exciting new sport on the Eastern campus.
A couple dozen motorcycles and a large, enthusiastic
crowd gathered behind Woodward Stadium for the first
such event.
The track had been well planned with hills and iumps
that required a skilled cyclist with, perhaps, more cour•
age than sense.
The 100 cc race went off without a hitch with Tom
Moore topping his class.
It was the first lap of the big 250 cc race that ended
in the serious accident. Several accounts of what happened have been heard, but no one knows for sure. As I saw
it, a cluster of bikes were aproaching the steep up-hill
grade, when one bike, apparently operated by Roger
Harris, the leader of the pack, went out of control. The
four.· or five other bikes close behind, were unable to
stop or avoid Harris, and he and his cycle were hit from
behind. One of those bikes was operated by Mike Lane.
It appears that Lane's bike hit Harris's and he caught his
foot, breaking it above the ankle .
Lane sustained a severe break which has since required surgery and will certainly need a long period of
convalescence . Harris, who appeared to be the most seriously injured, was treated for cuts and bruises and released . He suffered a respiratory difficulty, and thanks to
a nurse on the scene, received artificial resusitation and
was revived.
Lane demonstrated remarkable courage. His lack of
panic caused spectators to regard his iniury more lightly
than it actually was. The pain must have been terrific
(see picture on page 1),. yet he kept his "cool" as his concerned room mate Bill Banger applied a splint to his leg.
In spite of his iniury he ioked with friends and made light
of his predicament.
Such an accident, unfortuante as it was, could happen on the street, highway or anywhere. To blame and
criticize the race organizers js unfair. They did a commendable job of sponsoring the affair and did take safety precautions. An ambulance, nurse, sheriff and strategically
located flagmen were on hand.
The excitement of any race is based on its aspects of
risk. Every racer entered the ra ce knowing there might be
danger involved. Each participant signed a statement
accepting full responsibility.
The number of motorcycle enthuiasts is immense.
They accept the risk whether driving down the highway
or in a competitive event. A broken bone is not going to
d eter cyclists from seeking their sporty thrill~ .

. _. . . . ._ . .
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OFF AND RUNNING .... Some of the big bikes take to the 'Woodward Stadium course in the First Annual
Motocross. (photo by Jim Moore)

Cycles Crash In Motocross
Two Eastern students were
injured in the first annual
Motorcross motorcycle race last
Sunday.
Mike Lane, R-TV major,
sustained a broken ankle and
Roger Harris received head cuts
when four or five bikes collided on
the first lap of the 250 cc event.

Harris, who was leading the pack,
lost control of his bike and was hit
by several racers close behind,
including Lane. Both were taken
to the Student Health Center. Lane
was trans(erred to Deaconess
Hospital in Spokane for surgery on
his leg. Harris was treated for
cuts and bruises and released.

There are varying opinions on
what happened, but a{>parently

The event, sponsored by
Eastern's Interfraternity Council,

was won by Tom Moore in the 100
cc class and Kenneth DeSave, who
took the 250 cc event. Brian Snipes
and Rudy Betz tied for second in
the 250 class.

The race, which is part of the
IFC-Panhellenic Special
Olympics, is schedule\! to be run
again next year,. according to Joe
Reed, a member of Eastern's
In terfra terni ty Council.

OLSEN BROS.
CLOTHING
LEVI'S FOR GUYS
AND GALS
tEATHER FRINGE

JACKETS
WESTERN AND BUCKLE
BOOTS

1325 N. Division

in
SPOKANE
...

' ~.

""'

'Ir>

.... .

Savage Gridder

Goes To Pros
A two-year football
letterman at Eastern has
signed to play for the Canadian
League.
Merv Killoran, a six foot, 220
pound linebacker from
Vancouver, B.C., will play for
the British Columbia Lions in
the Canadian League.
Killoran transferred to
Eastern in 1968 from Grays
Harbor Community College, ,
Aberdeen, where he was third
in the conference in rushing
and scoring and was named
Community College AllConference fullback.

11

F.H.A. FINANCING''
Will be available for
your mobile home.

Let us show you how to own your home with 5 acres
of beautiful timber land for less than rent.
Only 15 min. from Spokane, in Cheney area. Will ·
take trade. Trailer, boat, auto, etc.

CAL.L: 236-4084 or 236-4900

A.S. - A.U.S.A.
BLOOD DRIVE
8:45-3:00

...

BALI LOUNGE

..

_Savag s Travel to Canada
Eastern's Savages head

orth

this Saturday for .the Vanco ver
Relays Track and Field Eve t at
Vancouver, B.C.
Despite another weeken
of
wind, hail and snow, the Sa ges
destroyed Whitworth Pirate , 9945, last Saturday at Wood ard
Stadium.
Eastern won 13 firsts and five
sweeps against the Pirates.
Karl Morrison, Tom Woo and
Chris Nelson finished one twothree in the javelin and Ed Fi her,
Mike Greenwood and Mark Wah
finished in that order in the long
jump.
The other sweeps came j. the
running events. Syd Muzzy, rnie
Moore and Gene Reese adde nine
points for th2 Savages in swe •ping
the 440 intermediate hurdles.
In the 880, Sam Scorda and ike
Johnson finished in a dead eat,
just one-tenth of a second ah ad of
teammate Ken Crawford.
Dave Powledge continue his
winning ways in the shot put with
a heave of 53-feet, 83/.a inches. Tom
Wood placed third in the shot
Jerry Schwindendorf too the
discus with a 162'2" toss in o the
wind. Wood also placed thi d in
that event.
Fisher, Eastern's only d uble
winner, also placed first ip the
triple jump in spite of his sprained
shoulder. Greg Hobbs wo? the
high jump and placed third 1n the
triple jump.
National pole vault champion
Curt Hisaw was astounded y his
inability to qualify for that vent,
but Paul Rosser, who tran fered
to Eastern this year from S attle
Pacific College, won the vent
with a lifetime best of 4'3" .
Hisaw apparently had t ming
problems in the pole vault b t not
in the 120 yard high hurdles, here
he placed first, and the high jump
where he took second. Joe
Pilkington placed third in t , e 120
yard high hurdles.
·
The two mile turned out to be
the premier running event f the
day as Barry Jahn over cam stiff
competition from Whit wort 's Ian
Fisher and raced to a chilly :43.l
victory. ·
In the mile the Pirates' Scott
Ryman was chased to the w re by

.
·

(
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"HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE ... and the 'fish' jumped over the moon." Ed
Fisher reaches about the half-way point of his 42'7" triple jump win.

improving Brad Baymen , who was
followed by Joe Ross. Eastern , in
third.
Whitworth took first in the
sprints but the Savages took
second and third. Mike Greenwood
finished second in the 220 and third
in the 100-yard dash.
Ron Hardesty took second in the
100 and Tom Bisterfeld finished
third in the 220. In the quarter,
Arnie Moore placed second and
Gene Reese was thrid.
Add . the points from Eastern's
winning mile relay team and it all
comes out 99-45 ' for another
Savage win .
Eastern's next home meet will
be May 16, against the Vancouver
Optimist Striders.

Gals H st Central
In Tra k and Field
Eastern's Women's Tra k and
Field Team will host the ladies
from Central Washington State
College in a dual meet Satu day at
1 :30 at Woodward Stadium.

Savagettes in
Wet Court D el

The Savage Women opened the
season with a loss to the Flathead
Valley Community College Team,
at Kalispell, Montana. 73-64 a
week ago.
Eastern won eight firsts and
placed second in five events. The
winning Flathead team placed
first in only six events.
For ~astern, Becky Nelson won
the high jump at 5-feet. 2 inches ;
the 100-yard hurdles in 17.3; and
placed second in the long jump a 6
16-feet, 51/2 inches.
Dee Stonebeck placed first in
three events. She won the long
jump at 16-feet, 8% inches; the 100
yard dash in 11.8; and 220 dash in
27 seconds.
Diane Astle took two firsts,
winning the mile in 6: 55; and the
800 yard run in 2.5 seconds.
Eastern's team placed first in
the 880 m edley in in 2.2· seconds

Track Results
Javelin,- !. Karl Morrison (E, 154-11;
2. Tom Wood <El, 1s,c-.,; J. Chris Nelson
(El, 145-10.
Shot- 1. Dav.e Powledg"" ( E) SJ.Bl~; 2.
Cliff Berrv (Wl, 52-21/2; · 3. Wood (El,
,A7 7'h.
rJiscus-J. Jerrv Schwinkerndorf (El,
l,2-2; 2. Dave Belzer (W), 139-0; J.
Wood (E), 131-9.
High JumP- 1. Greg Hobbs (El, 5-10;
2. Curt Hlshaw (E), 5-8; 3. Drew SI•
vick (Wl, 5-6.
Pole Vault- I. Paul Rosser (El, U-3;
2. Mike Johnson (Wl, 13-0; no third.
Long Jump.-!. Ed Fisher (E), 21-0;
2. Mike Greenwood (E), 20-9; 3. Marc
Wah (El, 19-11.
Trii,le Jume>--1. Fisher (El, ~ -7; 2.
Mike Johnson (Wl, 42-2; 3. Hobbs (El,

'1.1 .

440 Relav- 1. Whitworth (Gordon Donnelly, Tom Sgellmever, Charlie Ketura- ·
kat, Earl Carroll), 43-4; 2. Eastern, 44,1.
Mlle-1. ·scott Rvinan (WJ. -4:J0.9; 2.
Brad Bavman (E) , 4: 33.1; 3. Joe Ross
(E), 4:'40.5.
120 HIQh Hurdles-!. Hls.1w (El, 16-1;
2. SPellmever CW), 16.7; 3. Joe PllkiM·
ton (El, 16-B.
440--1. Earl Carroll (Wl, 51-4; 2. Randv
Cami, (E), S3.1; 3. Gene ReeH CE), 53.9.
100- 1. Charlle Keturakat (Wl, 10.5;
7. Ron Hardestv (El, 10.7; 2. Greenwood (El, 10.B.
BB0-1. Sam scorda (El. 2:0U ; 2.
Johnson (El, 2:0.&.9; 3. Ken Crawford
(E), 2:05 .2.
) S
440 Hurdles-I . Syd Muzzy (E
6.9;
Arnie Moore (El, 60.5; 3. Reese (El,
63.2.
·
G
220-1. Keturakat (W), 22.3; 2.
reenwOOd (El, 73.0; 3. Tom Bisterfeldt (El,
23.J.
.., 1 ;
Two-Mlle-1. Barry Jahn (E.l , ...-:-.
2. lain Fisher (W), 10:05.2; 3. Tim
Smith (W), 10:35.6.
·
Mile Relay - 1. Eastern (Johnson,
Reese, Muzzv, Moore), 3:31.0; 2, Whitworth, 3:31.3.

Tops In ·EvCo
Eastern's Track Team
maintained their lead in four
Evergreen Conference categories,
all marks set.at earlier meets.
Curt Hisaw's season best of 15feet tops the pole vault mark in the
conference.
. Dave Powledge tops the shot put
with a heave of 54' 10".
The discus leader is Jerry
Schwinkendorf, with an EvCo tops
of 172'10", thirteen feet better
than hi~ nearest competition.
Mike Johnson lea ds the
conf-erence in the 880 yard run at

Playing in rain and hail,
Eastern's unbeaten Pine ~eague
Savagettes crushed Whitwo th 5-0
Monday night in a Pine eague
tennis match to move a step closer
1 :57.3.
to their third straight eague
championship.
The Savagettes won every
April 29 Sluggers vs. Streeter·s
match set on a water-soake court
Speedsters
that hampered every play r and
M•y
4
Be•vers
vs. Sluggers
forced the cancellation f one
May
6
Streeter's
Speedsters
singles and one doubles match.
vs.
Charlie
Brown's
Results of the meet were :
All
Stars
Singles
May 11 Beavers vs. Streeter's
Sue Fry ( E) over Patty Price
Speedsters
Archery enthusiasts at Eastern
(W), 6-2, 6-4
May
13
Sluggers
vs. Charlie
Karen Gilmore ( E) over are invited to an organizational
Brown's
All
Stars
meeting for an archery club
Marybellen Rivera (W), 8-6 6-1
May 18 Beavers vs. Charlie
Vicky Hardie (E) over Kathy tomorrow nig ht, said Bill
Brown's All Stars
Prichard.
Logan (W) 6-1, 6-0
May 20 Sluggers vs. Steeter's
Judy Klein (E) over artina
Speedsters
The meeting is schedule for 7
(All games at 4:45 p.m. at
Kapololu (W) 6-1. 6-2
p.m. tomorrow, Room 205, in the
field number five)
Doubles
·
Fieldhouse,
Hardie-Gilmore ( E) over
Logan-Rivera ( W) 6-0, 6-2
In a meet last wee
with
CHENEY
604 FIRST STREET
Spokane Community Colle e the
Savagettes swept to an e sy 7-0
victory, capturing all the etches
Complete Auto Service On .••
-single and doubles - 6-0 ith the
Air Conditioning - Tune-Up - Brakes - Minor Repair
exception of three which we t 6-1.

_we_:_,A_p_ril_29_,_197_o_ _r_HE_E_
As_TE_RN~ER
___
Pa_ge_9

Guls Seek Third Crown
(Editor's Note: This is the fourth
in a series of articles highlighting
Eastern's Spring Sports
Schedule.)
Eastern's unbeaten women's
varsity tennis team , the two-time
defending
Pine
League
'Champions , have rolled over all
competition so far this season and
are on the verge of a third straight
league championship.
Three straight titles by the
Savagettes would give them the ·
league championship trophy for
good and it would be retired to
Eastern.
The Savagettes, coached by
Mrs. Dana Vail who is used to both
winning and champions ( she
coached the women's gymnastic
team to an unbeaten national
championship earlier in the year),
have eight members.
Sue Fry, a sophomore from
Spokane is presently the topseeded player on the Savagettes.
Qn last year's championship team
she also was quite frequentl y the
number one singles player .
Kathy Abbey, a determined
freshman from Wenatchee playing
only the second year of tennis
competition ever , is presently the
Savagette s second-seeded player.
" She's come quite far, '' Mrs. Vail
remarked. " She also makes a
strong doubles team with Sue
Fry. "
Karen Gilmore , another
Spokane sophomore is presently
third-seeded but has challenged
Sue Fry for the top-seeded
position. She was also a member
of last year's championship team.
In the Fourth-seeded position is

Savages Host
·Golf Match

Judy Klein, the only senior on tire
team. A California transfer
student, she and Karen Gilmore
make up Eastern's number two
doubles team.
Vicky Hardie , a junior. college
transfer, is Eastern's fifth-seeded
player but has been as high as
third-seeded this season. She is
also a replacement for the
Savagettes number two doubles
team when needed .
Sherry Strong, a third Spokane
sophomore, was a member of last
year's Pine League champions.
Presently sixth-seeded , she ha s
also been fourth and fifth seeded
this season , resulting from close
and tough interteam competition .
Kathy Lightfoot, another junior
college transfer, brings
experience to th,e team from the
J.C. she previously attended. She
is presently seventh seeded.
Mary Rubright is the eighth
member of the unbeaten
Savagettes. Presently eighthseeded. she- is a fres hman with
high school experience.
Even though the Savagettes are
unbea ten and haven t been
threatened all season , Mrs. Va il
said the tea m hasn' t let down and
is still improving. " They really
have g reat pote ntia l,"
she
remarked .

He
loves
me!

Eastern Golfers meet
Washington State, Whitworth and
Gonzaga in a four way match
Friday in Spokane.
In last week' s match the
Savages placed first with 395.
Whitworth second at 397. Central
third at 400 and Gonzaga scored
402 for fourth place .
Bruce Berevet was low for
Eastern with a 77; Gary Lindblad
had a 78, ·Fred Lufkin, 79 and Greg
Strate had an 81 . Graham
Anderson. of Whitworth , was
medalist with a 72 .
Golf coach Don Kallem said.
" The thing that won it for us was
our consistency. Our scores were
not low, in fact. Berevet was tied
for fifth, but the other teams who
scored lower also had membe rs in
the highe r ranges.''

Men's
Haircuts

DON'S BARBER

She feels like whistling it shouting it - singing it . .. she's
so sure of it! A diamond* cut
by Lazare Kap lan & Sons has
such brilliance, such radiance
-the perfection of its exquisi~e
beauty expresses his love eloquently!
•Recognized among gem authorities as the world's finest cut
diamonds.

SMITH JEWE't.ERS
408 FIRST STREET
Phone 235-6312
Cheney, Wash.
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

@

Softball Schedule

Archers Meet

·JOHN'S SHELL SERVICE

WIN A CREST 2 PIECE INLAYEO CUE STICK
VALUED AT $65.00 ! I
DRAWING ONCE A MONTH
There will be a drawing every week
for a Valley 2 Piece.
To be eligible, all you have to do· is play a game
of pool and you will receive a ticket.

DRAWING EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
You Must Be Present to Win
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ISavages Keep Rifle Crown I
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Savage Nine Take On Gonzaga
Eastern is in the midst of one of
the toughest baseball weeks of the
season as the Savages host
Gonzaga University in a single
game at 2 p.m. thi~ afternoon in
preparation for another week-end
series with Central, the Evergreen
Conference leaders.
Gonzaga recorded two wins over

the Savages earlier in the season,
1-0 and 3-0.
Eastern is in need of two wins
over Central this week-end,
following last week's pair of losses
to the league-leading Wildcats, 1-0
and 5-4.
In last Saturday's opener,
neither Eastern's Dick Rousseau

Savage Baseball Statistics
H
12
17

R

GAB

Name

Batting
28 38 HR TB

63
8
59 12
8
43
5
36
3 13
51 11 15
1
10 19
1
0
2
5
0
8 13
0
2
11 19
2
4
10 19
3
5
10 20
3
4
6 12 2 2
8 23
3
5
6 11
3
2
18 56
7 10
16 33
5
6
8 20
3
4
4
6
0
3
5 21
2
2
526 116

20
20
15
12
19

Inglis
Park
Chilcote
Schmidt
Horch
Baggarley
Doleshel
Sands
Freeman
Bishop
Dickey
Kramer
Thompson
Rousseau
Dean
Delon g
Ha1·pe r
Ricke rd
Othe rs
Tt•am

1
4

1
2
2
0

0
1

0

0
0

0

1
0
1
0

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
l
0

5
7
6

Rousseau
Freeman
Thompson
Kra mer
Other s

6
6

5

5
4

4
2
2
2
0

2
2

3
5

2

3

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

8

5
9
5
4
7

4

3

0

7

0

2

0

0
0
0

2

0

2

0

l

12

1

5

0

0

0
0

6

7

2

5
2

4

1

1
0

u

0

0

0

0

0

0

4
4

5

0

4
2

1
0

1
3

35

1
2

27 ~.i

32

L7

3

16

18

32 1/J

3
8
7

0

3

()

7
14
8
0
6

4
4
0

2

0
1
0

0

0

11

5

3

.190
.288
.186
.361
.294
.053
.000
.154
,.211

5
7

0
1
4

0
1

0

Pitchers
R
GP GS CG W L IP

Name

4

14
2
5
14
0
0
0
0

0

l

0
l

1
3

0

0
2
5

0
0

0

SB RBI BB SO Avg

13
26
9
15
25

0
0
1
3
]

4

.263

.200
.167
.217
4 .182
11 .179
A .182
6 .200
l .500
6 .095
.220
2
2

ER HA BB SO SHO ERA
2 24
6 25
3
.51
5 23 16 18
0 l'.39
5
9
15

18
27

6
11

25

12

18

1

15
8

1
0

nor Central's Dave Heaver lo
would yield a hit in the first five
innings. In the last two innings,
however, Rousseau gave up three
hits including one run and
Heaverlo allowed a couple of hits
but no runs.
The Savages took the lead, 4-2,
after four innings of the night-cap,
but Central tied it in the fifth and
won it, 5-4, in the seventh inning in
another of those Cheney weekends
of chilly winds and moments of
hail.
Central's pair of wins gives the
Wildcats six wins and no losses for
the EvCo lead. Western's Vikings
moved into second place ahead of
Eastern with a 3-3 record. The
Savages dropped to third place
with %-wins and 4-losses, and
Whitworth Pirates are in the EvCo
cellar with a 1-5 record.
Eastern's Dick Rousseau, lo~ing
pitcher in Central's 1-0 win on an
unearned run, is still the Savages'
leading hurler with a 4-1 reocrd
and a .51 earned run average. Don
Freeman is 2-3 and 1.39; Tommy
Thompson, 2-1 and 1.62, and Randy
Kramer, 2-2 and 2.84.
Catcher Mike Schmidt, in 12
games, is Eastern's leading hitter
with a .361 average. Infielder Dick
Horc_h , in all 20 games, is .294.

PO A

59

In g lis
Dea n
HOrch

14

129
Bishop
8
76
Schmidt
Thompson 6
Ha rpe r
8

E

DP Avg.

6

u

0

10

7
1

1

0

3
0

0
1

0
0
0

48
42

0

0

0
0

22

RICH CORNWALL TAKES AIM
on the 1970 Idaho State Open Rifle
championship. He set a new state
record in the process.

The Savages tennis

team

will host University of Idaho

Name

.947 Park
.889 . Chilcot e
.993 Freeman
1.000 Delong
l .000 Baggarley
Doles hel
.858
1.000 PitchNs
.920 Tota l

PO A

46
98
5
60

19

E

64

6

()

11
l
l
0

3

0
0
0
0

1
3
88 34
561 217

u

2
2
3
1

this afternoon at 2 p.m.
Eastern will be seeking
revenge for a 7-2 loss to the
Vandals three weeks ago .
Friday it's off to Missoula to
meet the University of
Montana. The Savages and the
Grizzleys were rained out of a
tennis match last Thursday at

DP Avg.

0
0

.943
.973
1.000
.968
.904
.571

.977
34
.958
0
2
1
Season Record : 10-10. Eve r g ree n Confere nce Record : 2-4.

Ricke rd

()

currently a world class shooter
from the marksmanship training
unit at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Grimes took sharpshooter class
honors with a 759 x 800.

Idaho Here for
Tennis Match

1.62
2.84
8 .43

Fielding
Name

Eastern's ROTC rifle team
successfully defended its Inland
E mpire Rifle Conference
championship in Moscow, Idaho,
Saturday, compiling 1,064 of 1,200
possible points. Idaho Navy
finished second with 1,023 ;
Gonzaga University Army placed
third with 1,018 ; Washington State
Army, 1,0l2 ; and Universi ty of
Idaho Army was last wi th 956
points.
Kenny Hendrix won the high
individual aggregate with 277 of a
possible 300 points. Hendrix's 98 x
100 in the kneeling posftion also
won him high individual kneeling
honors. Ray Grimes won second
high individual with a 265; Rich
Cornwall won third high individual
with 264 points. Les Williams
contributed a 258, sixth highest
aggregate.
This is the fifth year in a row
that Eastern has won the
championship. Sergent First Class
George Holland, Eastern Coach,
and his· rifle team have won 11
championships this year. It boosts
the team record to 110 wins and
just 12 losses.
Cornwall and Grimes then
proceeded to the Idaho State
Gallery championships for the
afternoon meet. Cornwall shot a
new state-record of 1,1 x 800 to win
the 1970 state open championship
of Idaho. The previous record was
set by Major John Fo~ter,

Cheney.
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FRIDAY MAY l
8:00 P.M.

IN ·.THE FIELDHOUSE
TICKETS
$1.50 TO EWSC STUDNETS
$2.50 TO OTHERS
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ON SALE AT THE INFORMATION BOOt H AT THE
SUB OR BARNEY GOOGILES IN SPOKANE

Sponsored by A.S.
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Center TWo-Fold Operation
·

PART OF COLLEGIATE WEEK activities ls a week long Teeter Totter Marathon which will last until next
Sunday night. Sponsored by the Interfratemity Council, the around-the-clock marathon is manned one hour at
·a time. Things don't look too bad for Jacque Anderson .Oeft) of Alpha Xi Delta and Ray EricJtson of Sigma Nu,
but what about the three o'clock in the morning shift?
-..

30 Years Service

Army Sgt. Triple Veteran
By GALE METCALF
New, Editor

His career . reads like a
geography book Australia,
Hawaii, Europe, The Philippines,
Korea and Vietnam.
These, plus other numerous
places, have been home at one
time or another for Sergeant
Major Edward T. Riche of
Eastern's ROTC Department, in a
soldier's career spanning more
than 30 years.
He walks with a quiet dignity,
his shoul~ers well carried in a
disciplined manner of military
bearing as he moves across the
campus each morning and evening
going to and from Cadet Hall.
Above the left pocket of bis
uniform, over five rows of
decorative ribbons for combat and
other service is the Combat
Infantrymans Badge (CIB) with
two stars. The badge itself
signifies a combat veteran of one
war. Each subsequent siar
attached to the badge signifies
combat in another war, thus
making SG M Riche one of a small
percentage of career soldiers
today who bas fought in three
wars.
Born in Newark, New Jersey,
the 51-year-old sergeant major
entered the Army in September,
1938 and took basic training in
Hawaii where he requested duty.
He was not there when Pearl
Harbor was attacked, he had
returned to civilian life a few
mopths before. A year after the
attack he was drafted back into
the Army, however ("I can

sympathize with those facing
induction today,'' he said) and
became an engineer noncommissioned officer ( NCO) with
the 79th Engineer Regiment.
It was 25 months ~ater, in

SGM Edward T. Rieb•

January 1945, that he ·saw his first
real combat action when as a
member of a reconnaissance
element of A Company, 1st
Regiment, of the 6th Infan try
Division he made a beachhead
landing against Japanese forces
on Luzon in The Philippines at
Lingayan Gulf. He was awarded
his first CIB. His company was
still in the Philippines when the
war ended eight months later.
Following the war SGM Riche
returned to civilian life. In
November, 1948, however, he was
recalled to active duty for two
years. Following his dis~harge in
March 1950 he re-enlisted and in
July he was sent to Korea .

Students Are Big Brothers
A numbers of Easter?! students
have been finding time to spare
lately for Big Brothers for
Spok.ane County and their general
reactions sound more like proud
fathers than big brothers.
Merrie Corrin, executive
director of the Spokane Big
Brothers, said there 'are faculty
members
and
students
participating·. He mentioned John
Sepolen, radio-television major
and Dave Gerlicks, speech major,
who are both acting as Big
Brothers.
Three Eastern students are
receiving on-the-job training for
work in the field of sociology
working with the Big Brothers
collection background information
on the youngsters enrolled in the
program.
These students, Terry Doty,
Susan Lehinger and John Lattmer.
work about one hour a day.
according to Corrin, who credited
them with "saving the day during
our recent fund drive by keeping
the ball rolling."
The key to the Big Brother
program is the one-to-one
relationship between the Big
Brother and the youn gster
assigned to him. Once the two are
introduced, little contact is made
with the organization.

Corrin said Big Brothers "are
not legally or financially but
morally responsible."
Sepolen, speaking of his Big
Brother experience said, ''The
program is good, I'm really in
favor of it. I'd really like to, see
more guys from here get
involved." He added that he felt
the program needed more young
people who could relate more
closely to the boys.
To be a Big Brother an applicant
should be twenty-one-years-old but
Corrin said that younger men are
accepted if they are seniors.
Corrin said there are at least 40
youngsters in the Spokane chapter
who have not l)een assigned to Big
Brothers.

It was , there, serving with the
21st Infantry Regiment of the 24th
Infantry Division, he earned his
first star to the CIB in combat
action at the Pusan Perimeter.
Following the Korean War SGM
Riche served at a number of
stateside posts, in Europe and
another Korean tour, this one in
1963-64.
On January 15, 1965 he was
promoted to sergeant major, the
highest enlisted rank in the Army.
In 1968 he volunteered for duty in
Vietnam and soon found himself in
the third war of his career.
There, with the 2nd Brigade, 1st
Infantry Division he was awarded
his second star to the CIB for
combat action, signifying his third
war. He completed his Vietnam
tour with the 1st Air Cavalry
Division.
Following his Vietnam tour
BO""l'd
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assignment and was attached to
Eastern. "I believe in the
program," he said. "I believe we
derive certain benefits for young
individuals in college who have a
military bent. There is somewhat
of a civilian approach to military
problems in ROTC.''
After 30 years in which he has
seen a good portion of the world,
SGM said he felt each area was
unique in its own way. "Each area
bas something to give if a person
studies the culture," he said.
"There ls so much to be derived
from traveling around." He said
he was particularly impressed
with Hawaii where there is "an
intermingling of races without
tensions."
With combat experience in three
wars SGM Riche said there wasn't
any basic comparisons he would
make among the men who fought
in them. "Wars are wars of the
times, and people of the times
react to the times they are in," he
said. "I can't say any were any
better, they all worked and lived
in different environments. They
each had an understanding of the
responsibilities of the job they had
to do and they did it, it's as simple
as that."

Eastern's Computer Center, program deck then goes into one
focated snugly in the basement of of three boxes, depending on the
the John F. Kennedy Library , is a type of language used.
two-fold operation - student and
Once the boxes have enough
faculty
oriented
and program decks to make up what is
adminstration oriented.
known as a " job stream" the
It serves as a center of streams are taken into the
instruction and reasearch . It is computer room for processing.
used by students, faculty and The processing either yields an
Eastern' s Administration to fulfill output or the program gives no
a function for each. And, it is· results.
designed to cutback the work of
Although the center has the
weeks to days.
capacity to save numerous man
The student and faculty oriented hours in study and research ,
division~ known as the Instruction Lundean said the computer
and Research (1/ R) section, operation is not utalized by
primarily serves as an students as much as it should be.
instructional medium for
"The average students here
students. It is also designed to haven't
had
compu t er
offer research assistance to sophistication very long," he
instructors from different remarked . "They have not used it
departments and to aid students enough in their daily lives to know '
with course work in all areas of what to expect of a computer as a
study.
tool. "
"We currently have students
Lundean said the center was
and faculty from chemistry . considering trying to get a
business , mathematics, HPE. computer study program going for
sociology, psychology, economics high school teachers so that the
and business- using the center to computer science could at least be
work on problem s." Dave introduced to students in high
Lundean assistant director of the school.
1/ R center remarked.
" My feeling is tha t students
The Administra t ive Da ta entering college just haven' t had
Processing (ADP ) section is the the computer exposure to expect
operating arm of Eastern's what we have here." he said .
administration. It fulfills a
number of functions for the
schoool, such as making out
registration packets for students .
Three times a day the new RCA
Spectra. 70-45 Computer is made
available to the 1/ R operation. The
SPRING TIME
new computer has a capability of
operating at faster than a
CALLS FOR
hundred-to-one ratio of the old
IBM 1620 which had been used
WRANGLER JEANS
previously.
The computer "understands"
three main languages ; Formula
And we've got them in
Translation (Fortran) , Basic
spring's newest and, most
Assembly Language (BAL ). and
Common Business Oriented
popular ~olors. Select your
Z:.•TOlf!TU""--~~--<»L ,>
.
•·
western
cut (eans wrm nenr
Selection of which language 1s to
be used depends on the student's · zip, two front and two back
choice of computer study and
pockets in regular cotton ·
which particular computer study
denim, sizes 8-20, 4.50; or
best lends itself to the type of
program that will be run
the great stretch denim,
( chemistry and busines s
sizes 8-20, 6 .99.
programs, for example, would
probably ·function under different
. Junior Sportswear, Downtown,
cojputer operations).
DOWNSTAIRS BUDGET STORE
The process of programming
begins with an individual writing
out his program. He then punches
it out on a key punch, one of the
first machines a student at the
center learns to use.
Downtow n-Northtoy.'n
After the program is completely
punched out, it is checke~ into the
input-output {10) station and
given a sequence card. The

THE CRESCENT

Give Mom a Biel~ early.
And make Mother's Day last longer.
Call or vis it an FTD Florist today. And
order a Bi~Hug Bouquet to arrive
early. He'll send it across the street.
Or country. A special arrangement.
For a very special mother. Yo urs.
Usually available
at less than

112•50

FIRESIDE
~

-~oom

CHARTER FLIGHT TO EUROPE
Leave . June 13 -

Return Aug. 22

SPOKANE TO AMSTERDAM & RETURN-$283
Eligible for EW SC students, faculty staff and their immediate
families.

GET FLIGHT APPLICATIONS AT OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS, 207 SHOW~LTER.

The FTD ~ bouquet.
.,.._, an Independent buslnessm,m, each FTD M ember f lorist sets his own prices.
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New Research Machine
In Chemistry Department
Eastern s
Chemistry
department recently acquired a
new machine that will broaden the
scope of undergraduate and
research studies greatly .
The new addition is the PerkinElmer Hitachi Nuclear Magnetic
Ressonance Spectophotometer
( NMR). It was purchased by a
National Science Foundation
grant .:md cost of the apparatus
was $36,500 not including taxes and
tarriffs from Japan where the
machine was manufactured.
Or. Ernest McGoran, assistant
professor of chemistry, and Tom
Schultz , graduate assistant, are
currently teaching classes of
organic chemistry in its use and
application. Physical chemistry
classes under Dr. John Douglas,
assistant professor of chemistry,
are
also
usinj!'
the
spectophotometer.
''The machine has been in
exi tence a long time and our texts
in the past have included a chapter
n the NMR but not until now have
we had the c hance to work with
one ... Schultz said.
The NMR is u · d to detect the
~ lructures
of compound
by
looking at m ag n tic propertie · of
th ese compound s.
" An example of an experiment
is one in which alcohol is first
synthesized in the laboratory and

.

Council Says
No To Coach

(Continued from page 1)
and that in hi judgment the
request should not be granted .
In other Council busine s
VanSchoorl said he had attended
the Board of Trustees meeting on
April 17 and though the Board did
not approve the Publications
Board proposal s ubmitted by
Council as it was they did
·'enthusiastically endorse it. "
VanSchoorl sa id there were a
that
couple of word change
needed to be made before the
Trustees would accept it and that
he and Clint Hill had met with
President Emerson C. Shuck to
iron them out. 'l didn' t feel it
needed to be brought back before
Council. ' he explained . " There
were just a couple of word
changes and they made no change
in meaning. "
The Council proposal as slightly
revised is scheduled to come
before the Trustees' next meeting,
probably sometime next month,
and a final decision may be made,

LETTERS
(Continued from Page 2)
cheapens the significa nee of the
original protest, both the action
and the intent behind the action .
Having been associated and
having worked with Olympic
calibre athletes for a number of
years (including some gold and
silver medalists), I think one can
recognize that "great athletes"
can and do create very deliberate
actions which make a worthwhile
contribution to their cause,
regardless if we disagree or agree
with that particular cause.
It's about time that these
individuals, who apparently suffer
from a lack of originality, start
considering the use of their own
symbolic techniques which would
be more suitable to their talents
and probably more suitable to the
ends they seek rather than to
conJuct imitations which only
cheapen the cause they wish to
::ham pion .
Ernie M. Gare
Athletic Director
U. of Notre Dame
Nelson, B.C.

then subjected to the NMR test
which measures the spectrum of
the compound. The NMR sees if
the alcohol is composed of the
right compounds and if there are
any other hydrocarbon impurities
present," McGoran said.
The NMR is composed of a 2-ton
electromagnet which holds the
compound being observed . The
compound is then spun and the
electrons in the sample are lined
up with or against the magnetic
field of the NMR which i already
established by the electromagnet.
The machine than applies it
field to the sma ll electron field
and transfers this information to
the console unit of th NMR.
Visual
reading s on
the
oscillascope or written data on a
pen unit are then studied .
On the interpretation of the
data . chultz said, " The machine
integrate the area under the
c urve recorded and this area i
proportional to the type of protons
in the compound being ob erved. "
Every molecule, when subjected
to the NMR, has its own
identifying peak on the recording
field. The NMR presently
measures only hydrocarbons such
as ethyl alcohol, acetone or
glycols as used in antifreeze. The
NMR is also capable of measuring
the flourinated compounds using
special probes .
Schult:t is currently worki'ng on
his thesis in which he is trying to
make an azarine , a compound with
a particular molecular structure.
that has never been synthesized
before. The NMR aids him in that
it identifies the structure and
shows impurities present in his
obtained sample, Schultz said.

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME went into effect Sunday in case anyone didn't notice. This late afternoon sot,
taken at a nearby farm, expresses the reason for the daylight savings time, that is, to give people a chance to
get outside and enjoy scenes such as this. (Photo hy Hal Blegen)
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~.=. . Two new Chevelles at

two new lower prices.

CheveJ/e 4-Door Sedan

$148*1ess
..;;,cc··;~ ~~~,W
~'• :·

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.
,,,.,.,~

%.\

"tit·>

.

Cheve/le Sport Coupe

$147*1ess
than our previous lowest priced hardtop.
Now it's America's lowest priced mid-size hardtop.
We took America's best selling mid- wide-stance chassis design, side-guard
size car. Then, added two new lower beams in the doors, cargo-guard luggage
priced models, including a Sport Coupe compartment, bias belted ply tires.
that's priced less than any other mid-size
Lower priced they are, by as much as
hardtop you can buy.
$148. But lower priced looking and feel•Basod on manufacturer's su11Still, they both have Chevelle's smart ing they aren't.
retail prices, including
new grille for 1970. And Chevelle's newly
Which will get us no love notes from 1:cstcd
fede ral excise tax and sur111ested
styled Body by Fisher. And Chevelle's the competition. But maybe it will dealer new car prcp11rnt ion
charaes.
Full Coil suspension with custom fitted from you.
Puttin1 you first, keeps u1 flr1t.
springs at each wheel. And Chevelle's

